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Surviving a 
Social Media FIRESTORM
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Images have 
the power to 
advance an 
unintended 
negative 
stereotype 
and should 
be selected 
carefully

Individual replies to each tweet with 
link to dean’s response made the 
response feel more personal.
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A third party 
can help 
lend 
credibility 
and an 
outside 
voice.

The student 
forum to 
engage in 
dialogue 
turned the 
situation 
into a 
positive 
educational 
moment. 
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• Balance First Amendment vs. 
Public Opinion/Perception

• Online speech adds to the fire.

• Faculty/staff represent the 
institution even when not acting 
in an official capacity. They need 
to know that and need to           
think about what they’re        
posting online. 

• Don’t wait until there’s a firestorm to 
deal with an issue on campus. 

• Monitor social media and news and 
know what’s likely to trigger a 
firestorm.

• Listen to your students, develop a 
process for dialogue. Identify          
and nourish a list of                             
“go-to” students.
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• Never underestimate the power of a 
timely response. Not having a 
comment in time is the practical 
equivalent of “No Comment.”

• The TV station was on campus. They 
did their story and then moved on. 
Opportunity lost. 

• Conduct an investigation (when 
appropriate) to show your institution 
cares. Push the message on social. 

• Consider on-campus incidents much   
more serious than off-campus --
but off-campus incidents can                   
still implicate the college. 

• A prompt response can                      
help diffuse a situation. 
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• Initial response was consistent with 
how messages are commonly 
removed from the Rock

• Missed opportunity to engage and 
educate

• Public university has a                                           
1st Amendment issue.

NEVER GIVE YOUR MASCOT     
ACCESS TO YOUR SOCIAL 
MEDIA FEEDS!

Humorous Problem = 
Humorous Response
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Who can post to official 
accounts?

ANYONE 
posting 
needs 
training
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An odd problem…

Administrator should keep two 
different platforms between agency 
and personal.
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Twitter App Tweetbot App

If you’re not actually doing the 
posting - GET REAL TIME ALERTS
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How to handle mistakes
on social media

Honesty and/or Humor
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TRANSPARENCY APOLOGIZE

HUMOR

DELETE

MISTAKE
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TinyURL.com/CUPRAP19Chart

Get my emergency 
tips card

KEY POINT:
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tinyurl.com/ 
MediaEmergency2018

Leaders and people who want to get things done need strong writing communications skills. This 

book offers a great insight into how to make your writing persuasive and memorable. These are the 

tips, advice, and examples of an expert communicator. 

Author Mark Weaver worked one-on-one with the Great Communicator himself, President Ronald 

Reagan. NBC News in Charlotte, North Carolina called Mark Weaver “one of the nation's foremost 

experts in crisis communications.” His weapon of choice: powerful words. Words that persuade, 

inspire, and amuse. That’s why Mark Weaver is sought out by corporate leaders, college presidents, 

and public officials all across America. 

When you read “A Wordsmith’s Work,” you’ll be moved, persuaded, and you may even laugh out loud. 

If you’re interested in more effective speeches, news media relations, or communications, then this is 

a book for you.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

A WORDSMITH’S WORK

@MarkRWeaver

AWordSmithsWork.com

“This collection of Mark Weaver's work shows his innate ability to capture the art of messaging. 

By combining logic, reasoning, facts, and, often, humor, Mark hits home with his audience.” 

Brad Wenstrup  Member of Congress

“Rich with thoughtful commentary on major issues of the last three decades, this book and its 

author reflect a depth of experience and thought that make it well worth reading!” 

Betty Montgomery  former Attorney General of Ohio

“While Mark Weaver has used his considerable skills as a wordsmith to defend crime victims 

and law enforcement officers all across America, the tips and examples in this book 

can help everyone communicate better.”  

Chuck Canterbury  President, National Fraternal Order of Police

Mark Weaver is a national communications expert who uses high-level writing skills to 

help solve problems in law, media, government, and public affairs. Formerly a Spokesman 

for the U.S. Department of Justice, his writing and commentary have been featured in 

dozens of national news outlets including the Philadelphia Inquirer, the Atlanta Journal 

Constitution, the Cincinnati Enquirer, the Baltimore Sun, and many others. In addition to 

advising business leaders and members of 

Congress, he teaches at The Ohio State 

University College of Law, the University of 

Akron, and the University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill. 

A
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WORK
-------

Mark Weaver

Thirty years of writing

to convince,educate, and entertain.persuade
three decades

teachinform amuse
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CHAPTERS ON:

1. How to write op-eds
2. How to write speeches
3. Sharpen writing skills
4. Crisis Communications
5. Write with voice of another

AWordsmithsWork.com


